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Fall 2018, MATH 2210 Calculus III Section 02
Instructor: LAGRONE, JOHN (Primary)

There were: 39 possible respondents.
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How many hours
each week do
you spend on this
course, not
including class
time, or regularly
scheduled
laboratory or
performance
activity time?

9

Very fair grader. Wanted to see the students succeed which I really appreciated. Practice exams and old tests were very useful for studying. Loved having quizzes online, took
away some of the stress so I was able to focus more on actually learning the material.

Professor LaGrone told us exactly what he expected of us throughout the course. He didn't try and trick us on tests and the study guides and past tests were very helpful.

material was taught in a cohesive, detailed manner

Notes made sense

He's entertaining and is really helpful when you ask him questions. He makes sure you understand the answer, otherwise he'll say it in a different way.

Lagrone is a very good math teacher. He goes over concepts in a way we can understand and talks us through the way he thinks through problems instead of just solving them. He
is also patient and helpful in office hours.

Taught very well, organized, made it easy with hard work to succeed.

He is really nice.

Teacher was great! Taught the material well and straight forward.

Tests were very similar to homework.

He was very organized and clear

 Strongest aspects of course or instructor
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I like Professor Lagrone. He's a nice guy who wants his students to succeed and doesn't take his course too seriously- like he understands that math isn't everyone's passion and
tries to make it accessible and interesting.

Why is the math department sleeping on getting this man to work for them forever. Like most of your current faculty suck and he would be a far better addition to your faculty.
While the current faculty are brilliant people, they are all AWFUL instructors. Like you can be good at knowing the subject but absolutely suck and presenting the material to
people. The previous sentence sums up the math department honestly. So yeah HIRE THIS MAN FOR GOOD!

I would definitely take Professor LaGrone again. I loved the online quizzes and homework assignments. It was the perfect amount of work.

I don't think it makes sense or is fair that all Calc 3 teachers give the same final exam. That means that things that were stressed in another teachers class could be on the final, or
possibly things we may not have had to worry about (double angle formula for ex.) could be on the final. We take all our own tests, so the final exam should also be made by the
teacher.

N/A

I hope that midterms will be more difficult.

Best math teacher I've had at Tulane.

 Additional comments

I think that this course doesn't go very in-depth into some topics and sometimes can be a little surface level. This wasn't a drawback for me but maybe for some students.

sometimes are confused about definition

I really don't have anything negative to say about Lagrone.

Lectures were often monotone and notes coming straight from textbook made it difficult to follow at some points . Should try to incorporate ways of being more engaging with
the students.

His lectures were a little dry, but he taught us what he needed to.

Take home test was ridiculously hard, I did not feel like it was an accurate representation of what I had had homework on nor what the examples done in class.

Resuscitation was not helpful.

His midterms are a bit simple.

Lectures got boring

I wish more material was posted to canvas

 Weakest aspects of course or instructor

The class is easy to understand and the professor is very accessible and helpful if you have questions. The topics are organized and the notes make sense. The grading is fair and I
think on the easier side for a math course.

give great examples to explain topics

Quizzes were online with multiple attempts, review sessions for exams were helpful

Dr. Lagrone made the material pretty easy to learn when it comes to the application of it all. He is also really strives for his students to succeed in his course and if a student is not
performing optimally it is the actions of the student, not the actions of Dr. Lagrone.
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